The development of mobile wireless technologies has generated a considerable amount of excitement among practitioners and academics because it results in shifting the academic environment from traditional settings to mobile learning (m-learning) settings. Increasing numbers of institutions of higher education offer courses using mobile wireless technologies as alternative teaching and learning tools. However, regardless of such interests in mobile wireless technologies in higher education, there is lack of academic research on the use of mobile wireless technologies in the higher education setting. The purpose of this article is to examine current information on mobile wireless technologies and answer three crucial questions such as (a) What types of mobile wireless technologies are currently being used in higher education? (b) How do mobile wireless technologies access to network resources? (c) What are the benefits of mobile wireless technologies in higher education? Without understanding of these issues, it is virtually impossible to study any subject of mobile wireless technologies in higher education.
For the last several decades, wired technologies have been used by educators, school administrators, students, and others in higher education to help them teaching and learning. In this century, however, institutions of higher learning are moving towards the use of mobile wireless technologies. Similar to other wired technologies, mobile wireless technologies have first been used in industry sectors such as business. The movement of mobile wireless technologies in education is a recent trend, and it is now becoming the hottest technology in higher education (Levine, 2002; McGhee & Kozma, 2001; McKenzie, 2001).

For the past few years, educators and students in higher education have enjoyed the many benefits of wired technology. However, wired technology provides limited access for usage due to a lack of mobility. In other words, wired-technologies cannot provide anytime, anywhere functionality, a benefit now offered by mobile wireless technologies. The use of mobile wireless technologies can overcome the limitation of educational flexibility with wired technology. With the advantages of mobility, mobile wireless technologies help improve efficiency and effectiveness in teaching and learning (Maginnis, White, & Mckenna, 2000).

Regardless of the fact that mobile wireless technologies provide many benefits to higher education, there is lack of academic study including research on the use of wireless technology in education, as well as academic study. Therefore, the goal of this article is to investigate information on mobile wireless technologies to determine its strengths in the teaching and learning environment in higher education. We sought answers to the following questions: (a) What types of mobile wireless technologies are currently being used in higher education? (b) How does mobile wireless technologies access to network resources? (c) What are the benefits of mobile wireless technologies in higher education?

UNDERSTANDING MOBILE WIRELESS TECHNOLOGIES

People often think mobile or wireless technologies are the same as mobile wireless technologies. Strictly speaking, mobile wireless technologies are different from mobile or wireless technologies simply because not all mobile technologies are wireless nor are all wireless technologies mobile. According to Malladi and Agrawal (2002), mobile wireless technologies consist of
two aspects—mobility and computing. They claimed that mobile computing represents users’ continuous access to network resources without limitation of time and location. Wireless means that transmission of any form of data—text, voice, video or image—is conducted through radio waves, infrared waves or microwaves rather than using wires (Dubendorf, 2003). Therefore, mobile wireless technologies is defined as any wireless technology that uses radio frequency spectrum in any band to facilitate transmission of text data, voice, video, or multimedia services to mobile devices with freedom of time and location limitation.

The freedom of time and location is related to the concept of anytime and anywhere access that represents the two main characteristics of mobile wireless technologies—mobility and reachability (BenMoussa, 2003; Camponovo & Pigneur, 2003; Ng-Kruelle, Swatman, Rebne, & Hampe, 2002; Turban, Lee, King, Warkentin, & Chung, 2002). Mobile wireless technologies use public stations—antennas—or Wireless Access Points (WAPs) that are connected to wired-network in a building or public area to give a way of access for web resources and communication for mobile wireless technologies users. With mobile wireless network or service in mobile wireless devices, users can access network information anytime, anywhere. For example, people can carry wireless laptops anytime, anywhere and can access a network in public places, such as an airport and a library. In addition, handheld devices can be carried and connect a network anywhere, anytime using public stations (e.g., antenna).

THE TREND OF MOBILE WIRELESS TECHNOLOGIES
IN HIGHER EDUCATION

An increasing number of colleges and universities are adopting mobile wireless technologies as teaching and learning tools. According to Swett (2002), more than 90% of public universities and 80% of private universities in the US have some level of mobile wireless technologies, such as mobile wireless devices and networks. One such institution is Louisiana State University (LSU), which implemented Cisco CTE 1400, an application enabling the transformation of web page into a format appropriate for mobile wireless devices. This application enables LSU to deliver its web content and applications to mobile wireless devices mainly because of the increasing number of mobile devices users; 76% used mobile phone, 14%
used PDAs, and 9% having devices enabled for wireless connectivity (Cisco system, 2003). Other universities, such as the University of Minnesota and the University of South Dakota even require students to have mobile wireless devices for their school assignments (Oliver & Wright, 2002). In the near future, mobile wireless devices and a wireless networks may be required for all students and schools. Table 1 summarizes the list of colleges and universities that undertakes projects using different mobile wireless technologies in teaching and learning (Bartel & Meerts, 2002; Boggs, 2002; Palm, Inc.)

Table 1
Mobile Wireless Technologies Uses in Higher Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schools</th>
<th>Users</th>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Key Uses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina State University College of Veterinary</td>
<td>Students</td>
<td>PDA</td>
<td>• Accessing to many medical references</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicine, Raleigh, NC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Participating in wireless polling during class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Central Oklahoma College of Education,</td>
<td>Faculties and Students</td>
<td>PDA</td>
<td>• Accessing to information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edmond, OK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Supporting innovative teaching practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC Berkeley School of Education K-12 Schools, Berkeley,</td>
<td>Students</td>
<td>PDA</td>
<td>• Enhancing collaboration and builds relationships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Offering students mobile data-gathering tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanford University, Stanford CA</td>
<td>Faculty, students and staff</td>
<td>PDA</td>
<td>• Allowing for new types of curricular activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA</td>
<td>Students</td>
<td>Wireless</td>
<td>• Helping students understand difficult science concepts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of California, San</td>
<td>Faculty and students</td>
<td>Wireless</td>
<td>• Accessing data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diego, San Diego, CA</td>
<td></td>
<td>Computer</td>
<td>• Enabling ongoing communication among faculty, students, and staff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL</td>
<td>Faculty and students</td>
<td>Wireless</td>
<td>• Providing better networking service for laptops and PDAs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wase Forest, Winston-Salem, NC</td>
<td></td>
<td>LAN</td>
<td>• Providing innovative technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Other</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Wireless Coverage in Higher Education

In the near future it should be possible for faculty members and students to use mobile wireless devices virtually at all major locations on college and university campuses because more buildings and places are being being retrofitted for wireless networking. Many major buildings and places such as libraries, lecture halls, cafeterias, and research centers on college and university campuses are already equipped to provide wireless access. According to a research study of 17 academic institutions by Boggs (2002), 57% of library areas were covered with wireless technology in 2001, and the figure increased to 88% in 2003. Figure 1 shows the percentage of wireless technology coverage in campus buildings in detail. In the near future, it is possible that all areas on campuses across the country including parking lots, football stadiums, and coliseums could be equipped with wireless networks making anytime anywhere access a reality.

![Figure 1. Building with wireless coverage](image)

Funding for Mobile Wireless Technologies in Higher Education

Even if technologies require a heavy financial investment, more colleges and universities are allocating a larger part of their budget for mobile wireless technologies because they realize that technologies play a crucial role in education. In the fiscal year, 1999-2000, colleges and universities in the US
spent approximately $2.7 billion on computer hardware and software (Phipps & Wellman, 2001). Increasing spending on technologies occur even in small colleges. For example, Hudson Valley community college in Albany, NY spent $100,000, acquired from federal funds, on providing courses through wireless laptops (Tolson, 2001). St. Louis Community College in St. Louis, MO funded a $120,000 capital project to set up wireless-enabled laptop accessibility (Tolson). In 2004, spending on technology in higher education has increased to $5.6 billion; that is a 3% increase from the previous year (Market Data Retrival, 2003). Table 2 summarizes technology spending for higher education in 2004 by category.

Table 2
Technology Spending at Higher Education in 2004

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hardware</th>
<th>Installations, Warranties, Service Contracts</th>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Technology training</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.8 billion</td>
<td>1.3 billion</td>
<td>1.2 billion</td>
<td>0.3 billion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Such a huge investment on educational technology contributes to the improvement of education quality in every level with proper usage. Most of funding is from the government. However, more funds from corporations are becoming available. For example, Hewlett Packard offers grants for all levels of education, as well as communities. Figure 2 shows the detail of 2002 HP’s grants.

Figure 2. 2002 giving by program category ($62.2 million)
Heavy investment on educational technology will leave no student behind as new technologies become available for education.

**ESSENTIAL QUESTIONS ABOUT THE USE OF MOBILE WIRELESS TECHNOLOGIES AND HIGHER EDUCATION**

This section addresses the three crucial questions about the use of mobile wireless technology in higher education.

**MOBILE WIRELESS DEVICES USED IN HIGHER EDUCATION**

A number of different mobile wireless devices are being used in higher education. These include web-enabled wireless phones (e.g., smart phones), web-enabled wireless handheld computers (e.g., palmtop, and tablet computers), wireless laptop computers, and Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs). In learning environments, mobile wireless computers, PDAs and handheld devices (Boggs, 2002; Fryer, 2002; McGhee & Kozma, 2001; McKenzie, 2001) are used most often. Table 3 summarizes Boggs’s findings about how 17 institutions of higher education have been using, or plan to add, mobile wireless devices in the future. In 2002, mobile wireless computers had the highest access to the wireless network; PDAs follow. Mobile wireless phones make up a small portion of current usage of mobile wireless device. However, some researchers (Houser, Thornton, Yokoi, & Yasuda, 2001; Thornton & Houser, 2001) claimed that in the future, more institutions of higher education will require mobile wireless phones for students and faculty members for teaching and learning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mobile Wireless PCs</th>
<th>PDAs</th>
<th>Handheld Devices</th>
<th>Mobile Wireless Phones</th>
<th>Others</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>94.0%</td>
<td>39.0%</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plan to add in the future</td>
<td>6.0%</td>
<td>27.0%</td>
<td>22.0%</td>
<td>15.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3

**Devices Accessing Wireless Network**
In this article, we focus on only three mobile wireless devices—mobile wireless computers, PDAs, and mobile wireless phones (with SMS and MMS) because of their widespread use in higher education. In the following section, we briefly discuss three mobile wireless devices.

**Mobile Wireless Computers**

Mobile wireless computers commonly called, wireless laptops, and are the most popular mobile wireless technologies used in higher education. Wireless laptops have an integrated wireless card that enables short-range wireless voice and data communications. Unlike wired laptops that use an Ethernet card, also called a NIC or Network card to connect to a network, mobile wireless laptops use a wireless network interface card (WNIC) to connect to a network. WNIC uses a very low radio frequency instead of a wired connection to connect network. There are a number of schools and programs in higher education that require students to use wireless-enabled laptops in class such as the University of Texas in Austin, TX, Wake Forest University in Winston-Salem, NC, and the University of Mississippi.

**Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs)**

In 2000, handheld devices, PDAs, became the newest emerging technology for education. Like the other forms of technology, PDAs were initially used as a tool for business. According to the definition from Webopedia (Webopedia.com), PDAs stands for Personal Digital Assistants—a handheld device combining functionalities of computing, telephone, Internet, and network. PDAs have functionalities such as a cellular phone, fax, organizer, and web browser. Popular PDAs used in education are Hewlett-Packard’s Palmtop and 3Com’s Palm Pilot. The University of South Dakota was the first school in the United States to initiate a PDA project requiring all first-year undergraduate students and first-year law and medical school students to have a PDA for their study (Oliver & Wright, 2002). Since then, as shown in Table 1, more higher education institutions have adopted PDAs as teaching and learning tools. In addition, other universities have conducted PDA projects such as the PDA Utilization Group at the University of Texas, Austin participants exchanged e-books through beaming (Sims, 2002). The
application development project at Wake Forest University used educational software for pocket PCs developed and used for providing mobile and interactive learning environments for students (Bishop, Dinkins, & Dominick, 2003).

Mobile Wireless Phones

Mobile wireless phones are the most popular mobile wireless technology used mainly as personal communication tool. Examples of mobile wireless phones include the following:

- Web-enabled cellula: similar to cellular, but has a capability of accessing the Web. It uses wireless application protocol (WAP) as the system to connect to the Internet through a mobile phone. Sometimes, it is called a WAP phone.

- Wireless handset: a sort of cellular phone providing a communications system with more features, such as voice-activated dialing, a WAP browser, and two-way text messaging.

- Smartphones: a combination of mobile phone and computers.

Compared to wireless-enabled computers of PDAs, mobile wireless phones are still in their infancy for teaching and learning environments. PDAs are often used with mobile wireless services, such as Short Message Service (SMS [Mauve, Scheele, & Geyer, 2001; Seppälä & Alamäki, 2003]), and Multimedia Message Service (MMS [Seppälä & Alamäki]). A few institutions of higher education have integrated mobile wireless phones into their teaching and learning environments. One such example is the M-Poort Project providing web-based curriculums through a WAP phone at the University of Twente in the Netherlands (Cole, 2001), and the Campus-Mobile Project at the Berlin University (Lehner, Nosekabel, & Lehmann, 2002) where users send and receive Short Message Service (SMS) and library data through a WAP phone.
Short Message Services (SMS) and Multi Media Services (MMS)

SMS or text messaging is the transmission of short text messages to and from a mobile wireless phone, fax machine, and/or IP address. SMS may be one of the most common wireless applications that are used with mobile wireless phones to support teaching and learning. With SMS, professors and students can send and receive text messages to and from most modern mobile wireless phones.

Unlike SMS, MMS is the more recent mobile messaging application. Therefore, fewer educational institutions have begun to test MMS as a potential teaching and learning tool. Similar to SMS, the MMS offers automatic and immediate delivery of personal messages. However, MMS can deliver all types of information, such as text messages, sound, images, and video messages. In the near future, the use of SMS and MMS will potentially be increased in the education field as technology improves (Trifonova, 2003).

With the increasing trend of institutions of higher education to adopt and make use of mobile wireless technology, it is likely that these devices will become more prevalent on US campuses. The influence of this trend remains to be seen.

THE ACCESS OF MOBILE WIRELESS TECHNOLOGIES TO NETWORK RESOURCES

It is not easy to understand how faculty and students access network resources using mobile wireless devices because of the technical complexity involved. However, understanding how mobile wireless devices work may provide some technological insights to demystify the burgeoning use of technology in all aspects of our society including education. In this section, we offer some explanations about how mobile wireless technologies, wireless computers, PDAs, and mobile wireless phones, connect to network resources.
Wireless Computers

Wireless computers operate in the same ways as a regular computer just without most of the wires. Figure 3 illustrates a simple, but a whole picture of the way that wireless computers connect to network. First, a Wireless Network Interface Card (WNIC) that is installed in laptop computers and uses a very low radio frequency instead of a wired connection to connect to a network, sends a very low power signal to a Wireless Access Point (WAPs) installed in buildings or classrooms. The WAPs are connected to a wired-network (e.g., Local Area Network). Therefore, the WAPs serve as the bridge between the WNIC and the wire network. The WAPs support transmission for many users simultaneously, far more than wired-networks. However, using the WAPs to connect a network, the speed of data transmission is limited to 11 Mbps making transmissions slower than wired computers whose speed is 100 mbps.

Figure 3. Connection of wireless computers to a network using WAP

PDAs and Mobile Wireless Phones

It is unlikely, the connection of wireless computers to wired-network, PDAs, and mobile wireless phones use public stations (e.g. antenna). Therefore,
users need to subscribe to wireless services that are provided by wireless service providers such as Verizon and AT&T wireless. With wireless services subscription, faculty and students simply punch some buttons on their mobile wireless devices to access network. Figure 4 shows how faculty and students at school connect network resources from the school’s server using a mobile PDAs or mobile wireless phones (Jones, Moon, Russel, & Cranitch, 2001).

Figure 4. Wireless and mobile transmissions

Different infrastructure is required for different mobile wireless devices in order to access network resources. Therefore, understanding technical aspects of mobile wireless technology may help users utilizing it more effectively in a case of technical failure.

BENEFITS OF USING MOBILE WIRELESS TECHNOLOGIES IN HIGHER EDUCATION

Benefits of Mobile Wireless Computers

Since wireless PCs have the same capabilities and functionalities as wired-PCs, students and faculty can enjoy the same capabilities and functionalities
with their wireless computers as they do with their wired PCs. McKenzie (2001) identified additional benefits of using wireless computers for teaching and learning; (a) Ease of movement, (b) Relaxed fit, (c) Strategic deployment, (d) Low profile, (e) Flexibility, (f) Cleanliness, (g) Convenience, (h) Simplicity, and (i) Speed. The smaller size of wireless computers is an added convenience for faculty and students.

In addition to the convenience of the wireless computer, there are also economic benefits. The cost of mobile wireless computers and services has come down dramatically (Galbus, 2001; Rzewnicki, 2004). Currently, the price of wireless computers is similar to that of wired computers simply because the prices of hardware and software required for wireless computers are dropping. In fact, the primary difference between wireless computers and wired computers is that wireless computers use WNIC. Therefore, maintenance, set-up, and integration with other technologies are as easy as with wired computers. However, installing a wireless network can be more cost effective than wired-network because wireless networks can reduce the cost to deploy and operate a network (Tao, 2003). He explained that wireless networks are simpler to setup and manage and they can be more productive and as they provide mobility.

Without wire, teaching and learning efficiency and effectiveness increase. For example, Shim and Shim (2001) claimed potential benefits of wireless computing. They found that faculty teaching, student learning, communication, and collaboration are improved by using wireless computers in the learning environment. The greatest benefit derived from wireless computing was communication, followed by student learning, faculty teaching, and collaboration among students and faculty (Shim & Shim). In these findings, communication may be more important because a good communication channel between teachers and teachers, students and students, and students and teachers results in improvement of teaching and learning processes.

**Benefits of PDAs**

Many benefits have been identified in the use of PDAs in higher education. Yuen and Yuen (2003) claimed three benefits of PDAs in education, (a) mobility, (b) information management capacity, and (c) beaming capability. As previously discussed, mobile wireless technologies offer the benefit of
anytime, anywhere use. Therefore, the use of PDAs allows professors and students to work in many more places than they could with wired technologies.

Second, information management benefits result from all processes being digitized with PDAs; PDAs replace all pen and paper-based management with electronic-based management. Crawford and Vahey (2001) claimed that PDAs help professors with organizing courses, and managing research materials and information. Traditionally, professors have spent a lot of time with paperwork related to students’ assignments, exams, and grading. However, with PDAs’ organizational and data storage capabilities, it is now easy to manage data such as students’ grade, and lecture materials anytime, anywhere.

Third, PDA’s beaming capabilities provide other benefits in teaching and learning environments. For example, in a group seminar, students use beaming capability to send and receive documents, spreadsheets, data, and even applications to other group members without wiring and downloading processes. Without beaming capabilities more time and procedures would be required to share such resources. In addition, students use beaming to send questions, assignments, quizzes, and exams to professors while professors can send grades and answers to students instantly. With the beaming capability of PDAs, professors and students can share files instantly and in real-time (Yuen & Yuen, 2003).

Success of PDA Projects

Table 1 includes the list of some higher educational institutions that use PDAs for various purposes. More institutions of higher learning use PDAs than other mobile wireless technologies for teaching and learning. In this section, we introduce some success examples from some of these institutions of higher learning.

University of South Dakota

Students and faculty at the University of South Dakota use PDAs for quizzes, lecture schedules, notes, and syllabi (Ambur, Collette, & Tiahrt,
The results showed that PDAs enhance positive outcomes for students in several ways, which include (http://www.usd.edu/pda):

- students develop their skills in managing time, keeping records, e-mailing, and group work;
- PDAs provide easier and faster access to syllabi, assignment, reference works and other course-related materials for students;
- students have direct communication with an instructor in class when scheduling appointments, turning in electronic assignments, and sharing information such as URLs, lecture outlines, and academic requirements; and
- students have access to campus information.

**Virginia Commonwealth University**

Students and faculty at Virginia Commonwealth University conducted PDA projects in various departments, mostly in the medical school. In the project, students are given PDAs loaded with numerous medical reference software to use in their work with patients. Results of this project indicate that students found that PDAs make it easy to find medical reference information and documentation, data collection, treatment guidelines, calculations, patient monitoring, and various practice management activities (Sommers, Hesler, & Bostick, 2001). In this project, professors also found that PDAs are helpful to check students’ attendance.

**Carnegie Mellon University**

Another important PDAs utilization project is “Pebbles PDA Project” conducted by a group of people at Carnegie Mellon University. This project explored several ways that PDAs can be used in higher education. For example, the project investigates uses of PDAs for in-class tests. Because all test processes are computerized with PDAs, students liked the use of handheld devices to study for certain types of tests more than the older
methods of using a show of hands or flashcards (Chen, Myers, & Yaron, 2000).

University of Iowa

Administrators at the university library found that PDA users can keep notes, maintain daily schedules, read books, and access web content in a format, manage and organize, notes and document student learning. Administrators determined that the use of PDAs provided the additional benefits of a paper-free environment, portability, and easier retrieval of information. (Samuels, 2001).

Kansas State University

Faculty at College of Education in Kansas State University have enjoyed similar benefits to those in other universities including easy downloading critical information anytime and anywhere, minimizing paper work and maximizing productivity, and seeing and tracking processes of students (Palm, Inc.).

Though PDAs provide a wide variety of activities and benefits including communication, organization, teacher enhancement, problem solving, motivation, and writing (Vahey & Crawford, 2002), many institutions of higher education using PDAs are still in the process of experimenting with their use. As word spreads about the benefits of this relatively small piece of technology, higher educational institutions will undoubtedly include PDAs in their budgets.

Benefits of Mobile Wireless Phones

Benefits from mobile wireless phones have been just recognized since few institutions of higher education use them for teaching and learning. Some benefits identified by Oku (2001) include:
providing students with freedom of location and time;

- increasing speed in teaching and learning;

- enabling one-to-one learning based on individual educational histories or test results; and

- allowing teachers to keep up the new educational subjects for future education.

Even if mobile wireless phones do not have as many capabilities as wireless computers or PDAs have, they provide professors and students with much better communication opportunities than other mobile wireless devices. In terms of communication, wireless computers and PDAs are mostly used for text message communication, but mobile wireless phones can be used for voice communication. Good communications between students and professors improve teaching and learning.

Another benefit of mobile wireless phones has been found in a seminar class, a group discussion setting (Jones, Connolly, Gear, & Read, 2002). Students improve their learning processes by using wireless handset that is a type of mobile wireless phone in a group discussion or teamwork. Typical difficulties in a seminar class are a lack of participation by students, the tendency for some students to dominate discussion, and the difficulty in ensuring discussion focus (Anderson, 1997). In such a case, wireless handsets can be used to collaborate in-group discussions easily and more efficiently. For example, students use a numeric keypad on wireless handsets, and then a handset sends a signal to a receiver that is linked to a wireless computer loaded with Global Positioning System Software (GPSS) used to communicate with other simultaneously software. In this manner, wireless handsets provide a discussion environment where all responses and opinions are anonymous so students can address their opinion more freely without any offense from other students. According to Jones et al. (2002), the use of wireless handsets in seminar classes provides a greater level of participation and number of ideas generated. Students feel mobile wireless technologies are easy to use and would be useful for other sessions.

Recently, some schools have began to use mobile wireless phones in the teaching and learning environments because mobile wireless phones create more advanced educational environments with even faster response speeds.
For example, nowadays we see people using mobile phones to study on the way to school or work as often as we see someone reading a book on the train. Two examples of mobile wireless phone uses in learning environments are the Campus-Mobile project at the Berlin University (Lehner et al., 2002) and M-Poort at the University of Twente in the Netherlands (Cole, 2001).

In the Campus-Mobile Project, students at the Berlin University use mobile wireless phones in order to send and receive SMS through WAP. Then the university and the future project partners, Berlin Central and Regional Library, customize information based on the location of students and the students’ personal profiles. This information that is created from different sources and formats is transmitted to the users’ WAP-phone displays. Students are able to get the information they need without any location limitation from the school and library to do research and class work.

Another mobile wireless phone project in learning environment is called, “M-Poort” project at the University of Twente in The Netherlands (Cole, 2001). In this project, the university tried to make its current web-based curriculums available to WAP-enabled mobile phone. With its current web-based e-learning courses, students are able to take courses, pick up and turn in their homework assignments from their own computers and communicate with other students and professors online. Now, students are able to do all that and more through their mobile wireless phones. Such mobile learning (m-learning) will provide no limitation on location and time efficiency for those students who want to take some courses from a long distance. In many cases, mobile wireless phones in the learning environment are still under development. In the near future, m-learning will be a common method in education.

Along with mobile wireless phones, SMS and MMS have been tested in several institutions of higher education (Trifonova, 2003). As introduced during the discussion for question one, students and professors can easily exchange any text material related to their courses. For example, at Kingston University in United Kingdom, the SMS experiment was undertaken to determine its effectiveness for student learning. The results showed that students liked SMS more than any other text message application, such as e-mail. The reason that students prefer SMS to others is that the data they receive and send through SMS is more personal (Stone & Briggs, 2002; Stone, Briggs, & Smith, 2002). In addition, the Sheffield Hallam University tested SMS with 67 undergraduate students to support and manage learning...
activities. The findings were significantly positive because students recognized that SMS is immediate, convenient, and personal (Garner, Francis, & Wales, 2002).

The example of the MMS uses in learning environments is the Learning In Virtual Environment (LIVE) project conducted at the University of Helsinki (Seppälä, 2002). In the LIVE project, instructors used MMS to share digital images and photos used for instruction with others, which provides another great possibility of m-learning. The LIVE project resulted in positive outcomes in terms of communication and data sharing. Both instructors and students found MMS to be a much easier way of sharing all types of information.

The mobile wireless phone is still in its early stages of implementation in higher education. However, among mobile wireless phone users the largest group of users is ages 19 to 24 (U.S Census, 2001). This user group represents college and university students. As more youth adopt mobile wireless phones, more colleges and universities should seek to take advantages of the benefits of integrating the use of mobile wireless phones into teaching and learning environments in the near future.

CONCLUSION

Mobile wireless technologies are an interesting and very recent addition to higher education. Their power to change the way of educating people is mind boggling. Mobile wireless technologies are the new frontier for teaching and learning in institutions of higher education. Currently and in the near future many educational opportunities are made possible because of m-technologies’ unique characteristics and positive impacts identified in higher education. Mobile wireless technologies use in higher education will continue to grow and will become the learning environment of choice.

There is, however, not much academic research to give a clear understanding of the actual benefits of mobile wireless technologies in higher education. In this article, we examined many resources and cited studies to answer the three crucial questions that arose from our study of the literature of mobile wireless technologies in higher education; (a) What types of mobile wireless technologies are currently being used in higher education? (b) How
do mobile wireless technologies access to network resources? and (c) What are the benefits of mobile wireless technologies in higher education? Without the understanding of these three issues, the study of mobile wireless technologies in higher education may be confused and impracticable. Furthermore, the future research in the use and adoption of mobile wireless technologies in higher education will not be possible either. In this aspect, this article initiates a starting point for the use and adoption of mobile wireless technologies in higher education.

We examined three of the most popular mobile wireless technologies used in higher education; wireless computers, PDAs, and web-enabled mobile phones. Each one requires different technical infrastructure to access to network resources. However, they share many common benefits in higher education settings such as anytime, anywhere access, less wiring, simplicity installation flexibility, reduced cost, scalability, improvement of communication, spherical access, and so forth. Such benefits derive from two fundamental characteristics of mobile wireless technologies: Mobility and Reachability (BenMoussa, 2003; Ng-Kruelle et al., 2002; Turban et al., 2002).

However, we must look at some issues and challenges of mobile wireless technologies before adopting and using them. Among many issues, security issues may be more crucial than other issues. At the current stage of mobile wireless technologies, there is virtually no security feature. Such doubts on security issues of mobile wireless technologies lead to slow adoption of mobile wireless technologies in business sectors in which many transactions are involved. Regardless of security issues on mobile wireless technologies, more higher education institutions, however, are beginning to adopt and use mobile wireless technologies because the main purpose of their usages is to provide mobile-learning environment (m-learning) to both educators and learners, unlike the business sectors.

For many, mobile wireless technologies are still far from being used in everyday life, like calculators or computers. To use these emerging technologies successfully, administrators, educators, and students must think critically to determine how to use the new technologies to achieve their educational goals, rather than greeting the new technologies with uncritical excitement.
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